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About This Game

It's World War II and you are B.J. Blazkowicz, the Allies' most valuable agent. In the midst of the German Blitzkrieg, the Spear
that pierced the side of Christ is taken from Versailles by the Nazis and secured in the impregnable Castle Wolfenstein.

According to legend, no man can be defeated when he has the Spear. Hitler believes himself to be invincible with the power of
the Spear as his brutal army sweeps across Europe. Your mission is to infiltrate the heavily guarded Nazi stronghold and

recapture the Spear from an already unbalanced Hitler. The loss of his most coveted weapon could push him over the edge. It
could also get you ripped to pieces.
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It's the same graphics and gameplay as the classic wolfenstein 3d but there are 21 new action packed levels, the game has a lot
of ammo boxes spread around and it's boss battles every few levels making the game more intense than the original wolfenstein
3d, you also get the minigun on almost all levels so even if you die you can go all guns blazing almost the whole level after you
restart.

The only wierd thing about the gameplay is how you can get two extra lifes on level two meaning you can stock up on 9 extra
lives by grabbing them and then letting a guard execute you. But I guess thats only for the wimps ;)

The game runs well on windows and proton on linux, but on proton\/linux the mouse doesn't work. game play control is great but
there is no to edit the controls to better use of a mouse. there is also no way to edit the graphics.The graphics are are very blurry
and hard to see. its the same for Wolfenstein 3d. please update so we can better enjoy the game
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